March 4, 2019

Ms. Gwen Huff
Materials Management and Local Assistance Division
California Department of Resources
Recycling and Recovery
P.O. Box 4025
Sacramento, CA 95812
Transmittal Via E-mail: SLCP.Organics@calrecycle.ca.gov
RE:

Comments on the Short-Lived Climate Pollutants (SLCP): Organic Waste
Reductions Proposed Regulation Text

Dear Ms. Huff:
On behalf of the Rural County Representatives of California (RCRC), I am writing
to express our appreciation for the opportunity to provide input into the development of
Senate Bill 1383 (Lara, 2016) regulations for organics diversion from our landfills, ShortLived Climate Pollutants (SLCP): Organic Waste Reductions Proposed Regulation Text
(Proposed SLCP Regulations), dated January 18, 2019. RCRC is an association of thirtysix rural California counties, and the RCRC Board of Directors is comprised of an elected
supervisor from each of those member counties.
In addition, twenty-four member counties have formed the Rural Counties’
Environmental Services Joint Powers Authority (ESJPA) to provide assistance to solid
waste managers in rural counties. These solid waste managers have been charged with
ensuring that their respective counties meet state-imposed requirements to reduce waste
being disposed in landfills and increase recycling/re-use efforts for certain products. Our
counties’ solid waste managers are dedicated to providing meaningful, environmentally
conscious, and cost-effective solid waste services to their residents and businesses.
First, I would like to thank CalRecycle for your extensive outreach to the
stakeholders during the informal development of the Proposed SLCP Regulations. This
draft is testament to the thoughtful consideration that CalRecycle gave to comments
received from the stakeholders, as CalRecycle responded to many of the concerns that
were expressed by various stakeholders. We also appreciate that CalRecycle
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conceptually agreed to a number of other comments that were unable to be reflected in
this formal proposed regulation and to which we have provided comments in this letter.
Most important to many of our member counties is the extension of the Assembly
Bill 1826 (Chesbro, 2014), Mandatory Organics Commercial Recycling (MORe), provision
to delay implementation to those counties with populations of less than 70,000 to the
Proposed SLCP Regulations. The Proposed SLCP Regulations now include a delay of
implementation of the small businesses and residential organic collection service to those
same counties until 2025 or later date, with five years to achieve compliance. In addition,
the Proposed SLCP Regulations includes a provision for a county to apply to CalRecycle
for two-year waivers for census tracts located in unincorporated areas of the counties that
have a population density of less than 50 persons per square mile or incorporated cities
with a total population of less than 5,000 people and less than 5,000 tons of solid waste
as reported in 2014, as well as for emergency circumstances.
However, notwithstanding the above provisions and other flexibilities that were
included in the Proposed SLCP Regulations, some previous issues still generate serious
concerns and need further addressing, primarily dealing with additional waivers; capacity
planning; procurement; monitoring, reporting, and enforcement; and penalty
requirements. This letter provides a summary of key issues and contains attachments
with more specific comments dealing with the regulatory language (Attachment A), and
more detailed material on key issues (Attachments B: Bear Waiver Justification and
Attachment C: CalRecycle’s Regulatory Authority under SB 1383).
Waivers and exemptions
As stated earlier, RCRC is most appreciative of the proposed waivers and
exemptions provided for rural jurisdictions, low-population areas, and emergency
circumstances. Section 30.12 (c), Rural Exemptions, specifies that Rural Jurisdictions
meeting the definition in Section 42649.8 of the Public Resources Code are exempt from
the organic waste collection requirements until 2025. While this is most helpful to our
jurisdictions, we request reconsideration that these counties be exempted from the entire
Chapter. It is economically infeasible for these counties to be mandated to participate in
an organics program for the small percentage of benefits received. It also seems difficult
to justify the state spending any of their valuable resources ensuring compliance within
one-third (19) of the state’s counties for such a small fraction (4%) of the organic waste
stream. At a minimum, the provisions should be reviewed closely to eliminate those that
are economically unjustified or do not provide a direct impact (i.e. planning capacity,
implementation for edible food recovery, and processing infrastructure).
RCRC and Placer County staff has had discussions with CalRecycle staff
regarding an additional specific waiver for small food waste generators in bear territory in
the Tahoe Basin, where food waste collection is a public safety issue. Food waste
collection for the larger businesses (AB 1826 phase I and II) can be collected in secure,
locking bins. However, for the smaller businesses (AB 1826 phase III) and residences
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food waste collection is problematic, as described in more detail in Attachment B,
Information to Support Bear Waiver Request.
RCRC also still believes it is appropriate to allow a local jurisdiction to request a
waiver from CalRecycle for a proposed area based upon the local circumstances and
conditions. Local jurisdictions need to have the ability to appeal to CalRecycle when lack
of easily accessible organics facilities, the greenhouse gas impact tradeoffs, or other
unique situations occur that are beyond the reasonable ability of the jurisdiction.
Capacity Planning
The Proposed SLCP Regulations capacity planning for edible food recovery and
processing facility infrastructure includes a requirement that jurisdictions that lack
sufficient capacity shall submit an implementation schedule to CalRecycle that
demonstrates how it will ensure there is enough new or expanded capacity to recover the
organic waste currently disposed of by its generators. This is beyond the ability of local
jurisdictions to achieve.
It is common knowledge that California does not have sufficient infrastructure
capacity today to handle the amount of organics to be diverted from landfills to meet the
goals of AB 1826 and SB 1383. In addition to being costly, the facilities are difficult to
site and usually take five to ten years to get through the permitting process. Placing the
responsibility of providing sufficient capacity on local jurisdictions is not realistic. This
effort will necessitate all stakeholders, including the state, local jurisdictions, private
industry, and the residents of the state to participate in this endeavor.
Procurement Program
Market development is a crucial component of the success of meeting our organics
diversion goals, of which state and local governments procurement requirements is an
important piece. However, RCRC does not think that the SLCP Regulations should be
the vehicle to address this issue. We believe local procurement mandates are not
authorized by SB 1383. We suggest that procurement be removed from the proposed
regulations and that it be an all-encompassing (state and local government) effort. We
believe this procurement mandate was not authorized by SB 1383 and is inconsistent
with other statutes, constitutes an unfunded mandate, and causes potentially significant
environmental impacts requiring California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review.
Please refer to Attachment C for a more detailed discussion.
Monitoring, Compliance, and Enforcement
The requirement of the property and business owner responsibilities to provide
organic waste collection services and annual notification about organic waste recovery
requirement and proper sorting is duplicative for residential tenants and will be difficult for
jurisdictions to monitor. The local jurisdiction is already required to do public education
and outreach that should already cover the individual residence, whether rented or owner
occupied.
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RCRC appreciates the inclusion of a mechanism to allow consideration of a
jurisdiction’s efforts for compliance. The “Corrective Action Plans” (CAPs) allows
extended timelines and milestones for achieving compliance, if the jurisdiction has
demonstrated that it has made a “substantial effort” to comply and there are extenuating
circumstances that have prevented it from complying. Substantial effort is then defined
to mean that a jurisdiction has taken all practicable action to comply. However, it further
clarifies that substantial effort does not include circumstances where a decision-making
body of a jurisdiction has not taken the necessary steps to comply with the Chapter,
including but not limited to, a failure to provide staff resources or sufficient funding to
assure compliance. We believe this to be too severe of a requirement for determining
compliance. There are many factors for a decision-making body to consider when
establishing programs that are reasonable and economically feasible.
Penalties
The Proposed SLCP Regulations includes a very specific and extensive penalty
table that RCRC believes is contrary to the express language of SB 1383 and inconsistent
with the Government Code provisions regulating local penalties. Please refer to
Attachment C for a more detailed discussion. We also believe the penalty section is
premature and should be considered in a separate set of regulations. This regulation is
complicated on all fronts and will be difficult to implement and administer. All stakeholders
need to begin working through responsibilities and requirements to determine appropriate
levels of fines for the various infractions. Jurisdictions have until 2022 to implement the
programs so there is ample time to consider appropriate levels of penalties after
implementation of these regulations.
It is also very difficult to justify such a prescriptive set of penalties onto our
residents, industry partners, and local jurisdictions when the State entities, federal
agencies, and schools, who are large contributors to the organic waste stream, get put
on a “list-of-shame” for non-compliance.
Sampling and Loadchecking
The proposed requirements for sampling and loadchecking are excessive and
costly especially along with implementation of new programs. Rather than daily sampling,
we recommend sampling occur within a one-week period on a quarterly basis and
reporting on a quarterly basis rather than monthly. The standards for loadchecking
between different requirements have several inconsistencies that are not explained or
justified. The frequency and timing of the required number of load checks could prolong
the operating day at an operation or facility until the loadcheck is complete.
RCRC appreciates the effort that CalRecycle staff has spent on crafting a
regulation to assist all stakeholders in meeting the statewide organic diversion goals. We
also appreciate the outreach efforts and early stakeholder involvement that CalRecycle
has provided. We remain dedicated to working collaboratively to find a reasonable and
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responsible way to move forward in meeting our goals. Please do not hesitate to call if
you have any questions or want to discuss any of these concerns further.
Sincerely,

STACI HEATON
Regulatory Affairs Advocate

cc:

Scott Smithline, Executive Director, CalRecycle
Hank Brady, Manager, CalRecycle
RCRC Board of Directors

Attachments

Attachment A
RCRC Comments on the 01/18/19 Draft
of the Proposed SLCP Regulations
General provisions
Section 18981.2 Implementation Requirement on Jurisdictions (b)
CalRecycle should allow more flexibility and options for the allowed designations and not just
contracts and agreements. Other mechanisms such as ordinances or permits could be used to
provide some of the services required in the Chapter. This would allow a jurisdiction to pass
on requirements to other providers, contractors, and others to meet requirements. For example,
it is common for a jurisdiction to require the use of recycled-content paper in written reports and
that action should be included in a jurisdiction’s procurement requirements. We request the
following be added:
1898.2 (b)(3) other jurisdiction actions including ordinances or permits can be used
Article 1. Definitions
Section 18982. Definitions
(30) “Grocery store” – It is understandable to not include any “areas that is separately owned,”
but this will create issues during enforcement especially since the same waste to recycling
containers may be used. This situation should be addressed in the later sections.
(33) “High diversion organics waste processing facility” – It is likely that some high diversion
facilities may not meet the required standards, or their compliance will fluctuate, during
operations. Jurisdictions should not be held accountable for arranging the required delivery of
organics to the high diversion facility that might not meet the high diversion standards at the
time of delivery. This situation should be addressed in the later sections.
(36) “Jurisdiction” – This definition should include Regional Agencies and multi-county regional
agencies such as the Regional Waste Management Authority established in Yuba and Sutter
Counties. These regional agencies act on behalf of multiple jurisdictions to ease the burden of
requirements on individual jurisdictions.
(42) “Non-local entity” – the listed entities are not subject to the control of a jurisdiction’s
regulations related to solid waste, but this section does not exclude a jurisdiction from being
accountable for tonnages of organics generated by these entities. This definition should include
language that the jurisdiction is not accountable for the lack of compliance from these entities.
(46) “Organic waste” – This definition is overly board and inconsistent with other definitions used
in requirements such as the Mandatory Organics Recycling requirements and the soon to
adopted Recycling and Disposal Facility Reporting. Inconsistent definitions cause excessive
burden on jurisdictions and create confusion for customers. There is even a different limit on
organics proposed in Section 18992.1 (e). The various definitions are listed below:
SB 1383
(46) “Organic waste” means solid wastes containing material originated from living organisms
and their metabolic waste products, including but not limited to food, green material, landscape

and pruning waste, organic textiles and carpets, lumber, wood, paper products, printing and
writing paper, manure, biosolids, digestate, and sludges.
MORe AB 1826 Public Resources Code
Section 42649.8 (c) “Organic waste” means food waste, green waste, landscape and pruning
waste, nonhazardous wood waste, and food-soiled paper waste that is mixed in with food
waste.
AB 901 Proposed Title 14
Section 18815.2 (a) (39) “Organics” means material originated from living organisms and their
metabolic waste products. This includes, but is not limited to, food, “agricultural material” as
defined in section 17852(a)(5) of this subdivision, “agricultural by-product material” as defined in
section 17852(a)(4.5) of this subdivision, green material, landscape and pruning waste,
nonhazardous lumber and dimensional wood, manure, compostable paper, digestate, biosolids,
and biogenic sludges; and any product manufactured or refined from these materials, including
compost, and wood chips.
In addition, the term “material originated from living organisms and their metabolic waste
products” is vague and could even include plastics which are derived from petroleum eons ago.
This definition could also include non-organic material contaminated with a small quantity of
organics.
Article 2. Landfill Disposal and Reduction in Landfill Disposal
18983.1 Landfill Disposal and Recovery (b)(5) added revegetation and slope stabilization to
erosion control or landscaping as accepted uses as a soil amendment at a landfill. This section
should allow a process for allowing alternatives and a process for getting approval for certain
organic wastes that are sent to a landfill and deemed to be a reduction of landfill disposal.
New situations arise and there should be allowance.
18983.1 (b)(5) (C) specifies the soil amendment material applied at landfills is never more than
12 inches. However, (B) (1) states it is restricted to organic wastes appropriate for the specific
use and in accordance with engineering, industry guidelines or other standard practices
specified in the RDSI. (B) (2) Restricts it to quantities of solid wastes no more than necessary
to meet the minimum of (1). Don’t these sections conflict?
18984.1 Three-container Waste Collection Services (b) A jurisdiction may transport the gray
container to a facility that processes and recovers organic waste. The jurisdiction will not be
considered out of compliance with subdivision (a) if it allows carpet and textiles in the gray
container. Is this only if it takes it to a facility that recovers organic waste?
18984.2 Two-container Waste Collection Services (a) Why is it a blue container instead of gray?
Isn’t it sending the wrong message to allow the collection of non-organic/recyclable materials in
a blue “recycling” container? If a jurisdiction choses to upgrade to a three-container collection in
the future, extensive public re-education will be required to not contaminate the blue cart rather
than the positive message of adding additional service.
18984.3 Unsegregated Single-Container Collection Services (b) If a high diversion organic
waste processing facility has an annual average mixed waste organic content recovery rate that
is lower than the required for two consecutive quarters or three quarters within three years, the

facility shall no longer qualify. The three quarters within three years seems disproportionate.
We recommend three quarters within two years to be more appropriate.
The requirement that the contents of the single grey container must be transported to a high
diversion organic waste processing facility would require all qualifying rural areas to develop
high diversion facilities at their local solid waste facilities that do not current exist or transport the
collected wastes significant distances. This requirement is expensive and not feasible for
qualifying rural areas.
In addition, (d) allows the contents of containers may be initially transported to a consolidation
site and (e) allows for organic waste to be placed in bags and then placed in the grey container.
However, the provisions of the 17409.5.10 (c) requires that “Consolidation sites shall keep
source separated organic waste streams separate from other solid waste streams.” This could
imply that the consolidation site will be required to remove the bags of organics at the
consolidation site to ensure the separation from other solid wastes. If the bagged organics
option is utilized by a jurisdiction, the consolidation site should be allowed to maintain the
bagged organics in with other solid wastes.
18984.8 Container Labeling Requirements. (a) A jurisdiction shall place and maintain a label on
each “new” container or lid provided to generators, consistent with the applicable container
collection requirements and limitations, specifying what materials are allowed to be in each
container. What about old containers?
18984.9 Organic Waste Generator Requirements. Organic Waste Generators shall subscribe to
the organic waste collection service provided by the jurisdiction or self-haul organic waste to a
to a facility that processes source separated organic waste. Can a generator self-compost?
Self-compost will result in a greater reduction in emission since no additional transportation is
involved.
18984.11 Waivers and Exemptions Granted by a Jurisdiction. The jurisdictions only have the
ability to grant waivers. Should “exemptions” be deleted from the title?
18984.12 Waivers and Exemptions Granted by the Department. (a) and (b) Low population
waivers: A city or county may apply to the Department for a two-year waiver if (1) the city
disposed of less than 5,000 tons of solid waste in 2014 and has a total population of less than
5,000 people or (2) a county for census tracts located in unincorporated portions of the county
that have a population density of less than 50 persons per square mile. Can a jurisdiction reapply for subsequent 2-year waivers?
Additionally, census tracts have physical boundaries, most commonly roads. Many times, in
rural areas the concentration of the population at the edge of a town may exceed the 50
persons per square mile, but the tract can then encompass miles of territory with less than the
50 persons per square mile. RCRC would like to see a provision that a jurisdiction could apply
to CalRecycle for a waiver of a portion of a census tract under these circumstances.
(c) Rural exemptions: Rural jurisdictions (located within a rural county) and rural counties
(population of less than 70,000 persons) may apply to the Department for an exemption from
the organics waste collection requirement until 2025 or until 5 years after the department makes
a determination pursuant to Section 42649.82 (a)(2)(D), whichever is later. This section states
that on or after January 1, 2020, if the department determines that statewide disposal of organic
waste has not been reduced to 50% of the 2014 level, all exemptions authorized by this

paragraph shall terminate unless the department determines that applying this chapter to rural
jurisdictions will not result in significant additional reductions of disposal of organic waste,
meaning that they can extend the exemption. CalRecycle has interpreted “whichever is later” to
mean from the date the determination is made whether it is January 1, 2020 or a later date.
RCRC’s intent was to have the new SB 1383 requirements begin implementation 5 years after
AB 1826 requirements are required, to allow the same phase-in opportunities the larger
jurisdictions were afforded.
Article 4. Education and Outreach
18985.1 Organic Waste Recovery Education and Outreach. (e) A jurisdiction may comply with
the requirements of (a) (for the 3 and 2 container systems) through its haulers. Shouldn’t (c) for
unsegregated single containers be included?
Article 5. Generators of Organic Waste
18986.2 Local Education Agencies Requirements. Was it deliberate to omit “prohibit employees
from contamination and periodically inspect containers for contamination and inform employees
if contaminated from the local agency requirements,” as is required for non-local entities?
18986.3 Waivers for Non-Local entities and Local Education Agencies. The Department shall
waive a non-local entity’s or local education agency’s obligation to comply with organic waste
collection service requirements if it meets the de minimis or space waiver specifications of
18984.11 or it is located in a jurisdiction that has been granted a department waiver pursuant to
18984.12. Shouldn’t this include the 18984.12 (c) rural exemption?
Article 6. Biosolids Generated at a Publicly Owned Treatment Works
18987.1 Biosolids Generation a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) (b) Material received
at a POTW that it is not allowed to accept shall be deemed to constitute landfill disposal. I do
not understand what this means. Is it more appropriate to reference or be consistent with the
language in Section 17896.6 9A0 (1)(A) “Any separated material at the POTW that is not
suitable for anaerobic digestion and has no beneficial use shall be further managed as a solid
waste?”
Why is it necessary to have the biosolids Article in these regulations? What is it actually
regulated any differently?
Article 7. Regulation of Haulers
Section 18988.3. Self-haulers of Organics Waste (b)(5) The exemptions for residential organic
waste generator that self-hauls in this section should be broadened to include sections (a),
(b)(1), and (b)(2). Some rural residents self-haul their wastes to remote limited-volume transfer
stations (e.g. a debris box or compacter). These remote operations are not equipped to have
separate containers for organics. Adding additional containers would greatly increase the costs
for these remote sites. In addition, subdivision (b)(2) requires hauling to a site that “processes
or recovers source-separated organic wastes”. Rural landfills and transfer stations may not be
equipped to process or recover organics directly at that site and may plan to send mixed
materials to another site. This section should allow for subsequent transfer.

Article 9. Locally Adopted Standards and Policies
Section 18990.1 Organic Waste Recovery Standards and Policies (b) There are several
concerns with these requirements:
• Legal cases have limited a jurisdiction from restricting import of wastes to a private facility,
but that limitation is not appropriate for publicly owned facilities as indicated in our
attachment.
• CEQA may impose limitations on standards that cannot be limited by these proposed
regulations
• (2) Since some sites charge additional fees on out-of-area wastes, this section should “limit”
a jurisdiction’s ability to charge fees especially when any gate fees are supplemental to the
actual costs of operating the site. For example, some jurisdiction’s use a parcel fee to fund
the majority or all of their solid waste program. Waste from out-of-the-area would not
contribute to that base costs and fees should be allowed. The use of the word “limit” could
not allow a differential fee. This issue can be addressed by allowing additional criteria in (c).
Article 11. Organic Waste Recycling Capacity Planning
18992.1 Organic Waste Recycling Capacity Planning. (a) Counties, in coordination with cities
and regional agencies shall (1) estimate the amount of all organic waste (OW) in tons that will
be disposed by the county and cities, (2) identify the amount in tons of existing OW recycling
infrastructure capacity both in county and outside of the county that is verifiably available to the
county and jurisdiction within the county, and (3) estimate the amount of new or expanded OW
facility capacity that will be needed to process the OW identified in (1) in addition to the existing
capacity identified in (2). Should this not specify that is 75% of the total amount of OW in tons?
18992.1 (e) This requirement imposes an additional definition of organics even if only for this
section on Capacity Planning. Some other organics may be difficult to quantify separate from
other organics, e.g. sludge from digestates and biosolids.
Article 12. Procurement of Recovered Organic Waste Products
18993.1 Recovered Organic Waste Product Procurement Target. (a) A jurisdiction shall
annually procure a quantity of organic waste products that meets or exceeds its current annual
recovered organic waste product procurement target as determined by the Department. The
use of the word “target” conflicts with the “requirement to meet or exceed.” In addition to
products purchased directly by a jurisdiction, recovered organics waste products procurement
by others through a jurisdiction’s action should also be included. A jurisdiction may require
contractors to procure materials as part of their services. Many procurement transactions can
occur without direct involvement with the transaction.
Section 18993.1 (d)
The timing of these procurement mandates is conflicting. Provisions (a) requires jurisdictions to
annually procure organics that meet to exceed current annual recovered organics but
CalRecycle does not inform the jurisdiction of the procurement target beginning January 1, 2022
(d), the same day Jurisdiction should have a least one year to meet the procurement target.
(e) This language limits the options for procurement credit. Many jurisdictions do not have
formal “contracts” with providers but use “agreements” or other provisions for jurisdiction
services. This section should be expanded with a (3) to allow for other jurisdiction actions. In
addition, there is no definition of “direct service provider”.

(f) This language limits the eligible materials to only compost and renewable transportation fuel.
Given the lack of compost facilities and the expense and time to obtain vehicles that use
renewable fuel, procurement of mulch, wood chips, and other products should be allowed.
Renewable fuels might also applicable for energy production and not just fuel.
Article 13. Reporting
18994.1 Initial Jurisdiction Compliance Report. Each jurisdiction shall report to the Department
by February1, 2022 on its implementation and compliance with the requirements of this chapter
including a copy of ordinances adopted to implement the requirements and the date the
jurisdiction will ensure that all containers used by generators will be in compliance with the
container color requirements. Shouldn’t ordinances also include or “other enforceable
mechanisms”? Also why require a jurisdiction state when the container color requirements will
be in compliance? They have until 2032.
18994.2 Jurisdiction Annual Reporting. (d)(5) Relative to implementation of waivers: the number
of generators “waived” by the department from the requirements of organic waste collection
service. Does this exclude the rural “exemptions?”
Jurisdictions are already required to report Integrated Waste Management Plan compliance in
the Electronic Annual Report (EAR) due August 1st every year. All Jurisdiction reporting under
the SB1383 should be included in EAR and not create an entirely new reporting requirement. In
addition, the SB 1383 organics reporting time period should be adjusted to be consistent with
the EAR calendar year reporting. Otherwise, jurisdictions are subject to significantly increased
reporting with overlapping information for different time periods. This could also lead to
conflicting reporting of information. Implementation of this proposal will be difficult enough
without significantly increasing jurisdictions reporting requirements.
Article 14. Enforcement Requirements
18995.4 Enforcement by a Jurisdiction. (a) If an entity has been found in violation, the
jurisdiction shall take enforcement action. What is the definition of entity?
Article 15. Enforcement Oversight by the Department
18996.2 Department Enforcement Action Over Jurisdictions. (a) If the Department finds that a
jurisdiction is violating any provisions, the Department may take the following actions:
(2) The Department may extend the timeframe for a jurisdiction to comply beyond the 180 days
by issuance a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) for up to 24 months if there are extenuating
circumstances and the jurisdiction has made substantial effort to comply. A jurisdiction shall
submit a written request for the extension at least 30 days prior to the NOV final compliance
date with documentation demonstrating its substantial effort to comply. Substantial effort does
not include circumstanced where a decision-making body of a jurisdiction has not taken the
necessary steps to comply including failure to provide staff resources, a failure to provide
sufficient funding to assure compliance, or a failure to adopt required ordinances.
(3) The CAP shall be issued for no longer than 24 months. If there is lack of infrastructure, the
process to permit new facilities is much longer than two years.
18996. Access for Inspection by the Department. (b) This subdivision is not intended to permit
an employee or agent of the Department to enter residential property. Does “intended” mean

that they can? This subdivision should clearly state that it “shall not” apply to residential
property and not just “intended”. Does it include multifamily residential? It is not clear what are
considered “proper credentials”. In addition, some entities have specific safety requirements
that must be complied with and those requirements should be included.
18996.6 Department Inspections and Compliance Reviews of State Agencies and Facilities. If
the Department finds that a state agency or facility is violating these provisions, the Department
may issue a NoV requiring compliance within 90 days and may grant an additional 180-day
extension if evidence is provided that additional time is needed. Why do the state agencies
receive a 180-day extension and jurisdiction generators only receive a 90-day extension? And
why do the local education agencies not get any extension?
18996.6 (4) If the Department finds a state agency or state facility fails to comply with the NoV,
the Department may take the following enforcement actions: list the state agency or facility on
the OW Recovery Noncompliance Inventory, request that the Department of General Service
(DGS) conduct an audit, notify the Governor, and notify the legislature. Why aren’t the state
agencies and facilities not required to do a CAP and be subject to the same penalty structure as
the local jurisdictions?
Amendments to Existing Title 14 Regulations
Article 6.0. Transfer/Processing Operations and Facilities Regulatory Requirements
17402. Definitions
(7.5) “Incompatible material” or “incompatibles,“ – This definition seems incomplete. What
about inert material that are natural like boulders? Why is it limited to “human-made”?
(11.5) “Mixed Waste Organic Collection Stream” – Why the reference to Section 18984.1 since
three-cart collection already has a separate green organics container?
(23.5) “Remnant organic material” means the organic material that is collected in a gray
container that is part of the gray container collection stream.” As used in the loadchecking
section this is an impossible threshold. One thimble full of organics would qualify as a remnant.
The definition should be changed to a quantifiable threshold similar to one established for
recycling centers and other standards.
17402.5. Definitions and Related Provisions Regarding Activities That Are Not Subject to the
Transfer/Processing Regulatory Requirements.
(c)(7) “Rendering activities” – Rendering activities usually have some pre-sorting activities to
remove incidental, unacceptable items from the feedstock prior to the rendering process. This
definition requires all collected feedstock to undergo manufacturing or rendering. This definition
should be adjusted.
Article 6.2. Operating Standards
17409.5.1. Organic Waste Recovery Efficiency (a) “This section applies to transfer and
processing facilities and operations that conduct processing activities.” This implies that the
requirements in 17409.5.1 apply to all transfer and processing facilities that conduct processing
regardless of managing organics.

17409.5.2. Measuring Organic Waste Recovered from Mixed Waste Organic Collection Stream
(a)The requirement for daily sampling is excessive, costly, and overly burdensome to operations
and facilities. Especially to smaller sites. This entire requirement should be restructured to more
a reasonable schedule. This section should allow for volume measurements and not weight for
operations or facilities that do not have scales. Some rural sites do not even have access to
power for scales. Under the pending AB 901 Recycling and Disposal Reporting regulations,
rural areas are exempt from having a scale for weighing loads. This exemption should continue
under these proposed regulations.
Measuring the amount of organics on that operating day would require the measurement to take
place at the end of the operating day. Given the comprehensive requirements for this sampling
requirement, that sampling effort and recording will take considerable time, especially for larger
sites. The time to conduct this sampling and recording could easily result in staff exceeding
their scheduled operating hours. After the sampling is complete, the organics may need to be
securely stored will take additional time at the end of the operating day.
17409.5.2 (b)(2) This section requires determining the weight of each sample of each organic
type. There is no clear definition of organic waste type. If the requirement is to track each
material listed in the Section 18982 (a)(46), the effort needed to conduct this sampling increases
significantly. How will a sampler determine mixed organics such as drywall nailed to lumber, or
carpet stapled to wood strips? Will disassembly be required? The requirement for measuring
organic waste type is not required in Sections 17409.5.3, 17409.5.4, or 17409.5.5
There is also no ability to apply for a lesser frequency of sampling which would be especially
helpful to small tonnage sites.
17409.5.3. Measuring Organic Waste in Residuals Removed from Mixed Waste Organic
Collection Stream The comments above under Section 17409.5.2 also apply here.
17409.5.4. Measuring Organic Waste Recovered from Source Separated Organic Waste
Collection Stream The comments above under Section 17409.5.2 also apply here.
17409.5.5. Measuring Organic Waste in Residuals Removed from Source Separated Organic
Waste Collection Stream The comments above under Section 17409.5.2 also apply here.
17409.5.6. Source Separated Organic Waste Handling (b) The requirement for having clearly
identifiable areas for managing organics described in the Facility Plan or Transfer/Processing
Report will require every operation or facility in the state to undergo a permit change. This is an
expensive and time-consuming process. Organics activities can occur within already identified
areas without requiring a permit change simplify to add an area on a map. Many operations and
facilities already have ability to handle organics without undergoing a permit change.
7409.5.7. Loadchecking – Contamination in Source Separated Organic Waste This section and
other proposed loadchecking sections are discussed later.
17409.5.8. Incompatible Materials Limit in Recovered Organic Waste (a) this language implies
that recovered organic waste to be “sent” to another facility each operating day. This implication
would increase management and transportation costs for handling organics significantly.
17409.5.9. Alternatives to Measurement Protocols. The EA approval for alternatives should also
apply to Section 17409.5.6.

17409.5.10. Solid Waste Handling at Consolidation Sites.
(c) Consolidated sites are small. Requiring source separated organics to be kept separate from
other solid waste streams is not feasible. Some consolidated sites do not have an attendant
and thus no one to monitor the publics usage. The small size and scope of these consolidation
sites do not lend them to be a location to feasibly maintain the source separation.
In addition. direct transfer facilities are prohibited by their operating standards from sorting
materials. In order to comply with this requirement, a additional direct transfer vehicle would be
needed. Subsection (c) should be removed.
Section 18984.3.(d) allows for collection of bagged organics in the single-container service to be
delivered to the consolidation site. However, Section 17409.5.10 requires that consolidation
sites “shall keep source separated organic waste streams separate from other solid waste
streams.” The allowance to use the bagged organics service should be allowed to continue at
the consolidation site and beyond until the mixed load reaches a facility that can remove and
process the bagged wastes.
17409.5.11. Remnant Organic Material in the Gray Container Collection Stream This section
and other proposed loadchecking sections are discussed later.
Article 6.3. Record Keeping Requirements
17414.2. Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements for Mixed Waste Organic Waste and
Source Separated Organic Waste. As indicated earlier from the pending AB 901 Recycling and
Disposal Reporting regulations, rural sites are not required to have scales for weighing anything.
Maintaining records with weights is in conflict and should be revised to reflect the pending
requirements in Section 18809.2 and 18810.2.
Loadchecking requirements
There are five activities that require loadchecking. Most requirements between type are
identically or very consistent. Some comments that apply to all loadchecking requirements are
discussed here and apply to:
• Article 6.2 Operating Standards., Section 17409.5.7. Loadchecking – Contamination in
Source Separated Organic Waste
• Section 17409.5.11. Remnant Organic Material in the Gray Container Collection Stream
• Article 5.0. Composting Operation and Facility Siting and Design Standards
• Article 2.0. Siting and Design, Section 17896.25.1. Loadchecking – Contamination in Source
Separated Organic Waste
• Article 4. CalRecycle—Controls, §20901. CalRecycle—Loadchecking Contamination in
Source Separated Organic Waste
General comments applicable to all types are:
• (a)(1) This proposed language requires one loadcheck for every 500 tons but two
loadchecks if less than 500 tons are received. This is confusing since a facility with 499
tons or less is required to conduct two loadchecks but if 500 to 999 tons are received only
one loadcheck is required.
•

The allowance for an EA to approve an alternative frequency for loadchecking includes a
requirement for the EA to determine that the incoming material from the source separated
organic waste collection stream does not contain any remnant organic material. “Any

remnant organic material” is an impossible threshold. One thimble full of organics would
disqualify an alternative. The standard should be changed throughout all loadchecking
requirements to a quantifiable number.
•

Similarly, attempting to identify the amount of visible remnants organic materials lacks
specific criteria. This standard should also be changed to a quantifiable number.

•

There are several inconsistent loadcheck requirements between the types and are included
in the table below:

Feature

Section
Section
17409.5.7.
17409.5.11.
Loadchecking Remnant
Organic
Material in
the Gray
Container
Collection
Stream.
One
One
random/day/
random/day
source sector
/source
sector

Composting
Section
17867.

In-Vessel
Section
17896.25.1.

Subchapter 4.
Criteria for
Landfills and
Disposal Sites
§20901.

One
random/day
/source
sector

One
random/month/
source sector

Maintain
Records
Contamination
Report to
Jurisdiction

Visible

Visible

Visible

Visible

-One random/
month/ source
sector
-One loadcheck/
quarter/ service
area
Exceeds 10
percent

Visible

Visible

Visible

Visible

Conduct
loadcheck in
presence of
EA

When
requested

visible
remnant
organic
material
Not required

When
requested

When
requested

When requested

Frequency

•

In-vessel, landfills and disposal sites only need one random load check per each source
sector; whereas, the others are daily. It is not clear why these are different.

•

Landfills and disposal site are required to keep records of loads with contamination that
exceeds 10% whereas other types are required to keep records of any visual contamination.
The 10% threshold should be used of all loadcheck records so that every gum wrapper is
not reported.

•

Section 17409.54.11 requires the loadcheck for visible remnant organic matter. It is not
clear why Section 17409.5.11 loadchecks are not required to be conducted in the presence
of the EA when requested.

Additional comments specific to each type are presented further down.

17409.5.11. Remnant Organic Material in the Gray Container Collection Stream This section
does not require “The operator shall conduct a loadcheck in the presence of the EA when
requested” as required of the other types of activities requiring loadchecks.
Article 5.0. Composting Operation and Facility Siting and Design Standards
Section 17867. General Operating Standards (a)(4)(E)(2) The allowance for an EA to approve
an alternative frequency for loadchecking includes a requirement for the EA to determine that
the incoming material from the source separated organic waste collection stream does not
contain any remnant organic material. “Any remnant organic material” is an impossible
threshold. One thimble full of organics would disqualify an alternative. The standard should be
changed to less than one percent (used in existing composting requirements) or a more
reasonable number.
Subchapter 4. Criteria for Landfills and Disposal Sites
Article 4. CalRecycle—Controls
20901. CalRecycle—Loadchecking Contamination in Source Separated Organic Waste
(a)(3) This proposed language requires “At least one loadcheck per quarter from each service
area”. There is no definition of service area. It is not clear if this additional loadcheck can be
included in other loadchecks for the same location. Depending upon the definition of service
area, this could require one to a dozen or more loadchecks each quarter. There are already
sufficient loadchecks required so this additional loadcheck is not necessary and should be
removed.
Chapter 3. Criteria for All Waste Management Units, Facilities, and Disposal Sites
Subchapter 4. Criteria for Landfills and Disposal Sites
Article 2. Alternative Daily Cover Material and Beneficial Reuse
20700.5. CalRecycle—Long-Term Intermediate Cover (a) CalRecycle has provided no basis for
the requirement to use at least 36 inches of compacted earthen material for long-term
intermediate cover. Cover material provides protection from gas migration through the cover,
controls vectors, and prevents fires. Simply doubling the current standard is without sufficient
merit and will result in a significant additional expense to landfills. In order to achieve the
compacted requirement, significantly more soil will be needed than just applying 36 inches to
allow for compaction. Using a more is better approach is not scientific. That expense is better
spent addressing other requirements in the proposed regulations.
Additionally, methane emissions are already regulated at landfills including monitoring
requirements. In addition, Health and Safety Code 39730.6 states that “the state board shall not
adopt, prior to January 1, 2025, requirements to control methane emissions associated with the
disposal of organic waste in landfills other than through landfill methane emissions control
regulations.” Doubling the amount of cover diverts funds from program implementation with no
added benefit. This provision should revert to the current 18 inches.
Article 3. CalRecycle—Handling, Equipment, and Maintenance
20750.1. CalRecycle– Organic Waste Handling. Similar to concerns expressed in comments on
Section 17409.5.6., the requirement for having clearly identifiable areas for managing organics
will require every facility in the state to undergo a permit change. This is an expensive and

time-consuming process. Organics activities can occur within already identified areas without
requiring a permit change simplify to add an area on a map. Many operations and facilities
already have ability to handle organics without undergoing a permit change.
Subchapter 3. Development of Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) and Solid Waste
Facility Permits
Article 2. CalRecycle—Applicant Requirements
21570. CalRecycle—Filing Requirements (f)(13) CalRecycle provided no clarity on why there
would be a public meeting prior to submittal of a permit application package when a similar
requirement for an informational meeting already exists after submittal. Currently, operators are
required to submit a permit application 180 days prior to getting approval for the change.
Imposing an additional 180 days before the submittal would result in starting the process for
new or expanded solid waste facility one year prior to the change. Given that other
requirements in the proposed regulations will mandate changes to permits and some
implementation deadlines happen in 2022, there will be little time to start permit changes in
time. Furthermore, to the extent that additional timelines and meeting requirements extend the
permitting process, this could also push back the opening date of a proposed facility and
similarly delay achievement of the state’s organic waste recycling targets.
The requirements under existing Section 21660.2 already impose an informal meeting for New
and Revised permits after submittal. Changes to this section also require identifying
disadvantaged communities, the proposed requirement in 21570 (f)(13) should be removed and
included in section 21660.2. In addition, Section 21570 (f)(13) requires including “any affected
group” in the public meeting, That term has no definition and has no limit as to how far from the
facility the affected group is located. The term “affected group” should be removed.
Article 3.2. CalRecycle—Other Requirements
21695. CalRecycle—Organic Disposal Reduction Status Impact Report
(c) a number of the listed factors are unaffected by the reduction of organics from disposal and
should be eliminated from the reporting requirement, including:
• (4) volumetric capacity – the capacity of the landfill will not change. It will fill up slower but a
box is still a box
• (5) Waste handling methods will likely have minimal change
• (8) closure cell design will not change
• (9) final grading plans will not change
• (12) cost estimates for closure will not change, postclosure may have minimal impacts from
less organics
• (13) financial assurance mechanisms will not change. The amount required may change
but the actual mechanism will not change. If more funds are required, ore funds may be
needed.

Attachment C
CalRecycle’s Regulatory Authority under SB 1383
The Proposed Regulations Misinterpret CalRecycle's Regulatory Authority under SB 1383
As indicated in the ISOR, many of the proposed regulatory provisions proceed from the apparent
assumption that SB 1383 granted CalRecycle potentially unlimited authority to control any
conceivable aspect of human behavior that it deems relevant to "achiev[ing] the organic waste
reduction goals" set forth in the statute. No grant of regulatory authority is - or constitutionally
could be - that overbroad. (See Clean Air Constituency v. State Air Resources Bd. (1974) 11
Cal.3d 801.) Rather, CalRecycle's authorizing statute (PRC 46252.5) must be read in light of SB
1383 as a whole and its legislative history, which clearly indicate - and delimit - the types of
regulations the Legislature intended to authorize and the roles to be played by state and local
agencies. Proposed regulatory provisions clearly beyond the Legislature's contemplation are
consequently legally suspect, particularly where they purport to substantially alter the balance of
authority between state and local governments carefully established by the Legislature under the
Integrated Waste Management Act or where they ignore the split between state and local
responsibilities outlined in SB 1383.
Moreover, the proposed regulations ignore numerous provisions of law affirming local government
authority or limiting that of CalRecycle in various areas. While the ISOR selectively cites
provisions of the Integrated Waste Management Act that it contends support certain regulations,
it overlooks others granting decision-making authority to local governments, rather than
CalRecycle (e.g., PRC 40051(b); 40059(a)(1), 41851, etc.) - and pays virtually no attention to
limitations contained in other statutes or constitutional provisions.
Certain specific aspects of this flawed approach are discussed in greater detail later; however,
the impacts of CalRecycle's misinterpretation pervasively affect many portions of the regulatory
process and expose these regulations as a whole to legal challenge. CalRecycle is urged to reexamine the legal basis for the proposed regulations carefully - as the regulations may be
unenforceable and thus ineffective in their current form.
Local Procurement Mandates are Not Authorized by SB 1383 and are Inconsistent with
Other Statutes
Local procurement mandates are not authorized by SB 1383. CalRecycle’s authorizing statue
(Public Resources Code (PRC) 42652.5) clearly contemplates regulation of organics generators
and other relevant entities, not consumers. SB 1383 also prohibits establishment of specific
limits and targets for individual jurisdictions. While the prohibition is framed in terms of disposal
targets, that is because procurement targets were not contemplated.
The proposed local procurement mandates are also inconsistent with other statutes. Just as
CalRecycle responded in the April 16th meeting that CalRecycle did not have the authority to
mandate state agency procurement as it was covered in other statutes, local procurement
requirements for recycled materials are already regulated by statute in Public Contract Code
(PCC) 22150 et seq. The Legislature designed these regulations with sensitivity to local
procurement processes, and local costs - requiring that recycled materials be purchased only
when "recycled products are available at the same or a lesser total cost than nonrecycled items"
- among other limitations. The proposed mandate to purchase "recovered organic waste products"
without acknowledging increased cost (or any of the other statutory limitations) disregards the

policy choices made by the Legislature. The extent to which the paper purchasing provisions of
the State Agency Buy Recycled Campaign apply to local agencies (as proposed by CalRecycle)
is specifically addressed in PCC 22153, and RCRC believes CalRecycle lacks authority to expand
this statutory provision.
AB 939 specifically addresses methods "to increase the markets" for recycled and composted
material, including local procurement preferences for cities and counties in PRC 41074, 41204,
41374, and 41404. These statutes expressly leave the determination of whether and how to
establish such programs to cities and counties. CalRecycle's efforts to override these provisions
and establish such mandates at the state level are contrary to these other statutes. AB 939 also
specifically addresses the role of CalRecycle in local procurement programs in PRC 40913 and
42600 - repeatedly limiting that role to "assistance" and "encouragement.” RCRC believes these
statutes, and the statutory scheme as a whole, do not authorize or contemplate that CalRecycle
will attempt to establish such a mandatory program.
The Provisions to Preempt "Locally Adopted Standards and Policies" Are Both Unclear
and Legally Invalid
Article 9 purports to preempt a wide array of local regulations addressing everything from flow
control to land use. To begin with, the language and intended effect of many of these provisions
are unclear. Section 18990.1(b)(1) would preclude a local government from "prohibit[ing]" many
types of organic waste processing. However, it's not clear whether this was intended to preempt
any ordinance “prohibiting” even a single person from undertaking some organic waste
processing endeavor they desire, or rather only complete bans upon organic waste processing
anywhere in the jurisdiction (as suggested by the example noted in the ISOR). Similarly, by
preempting ordinances "limit[ing]" acceptance of imported organic waste (§ 18990.1(b)(2)), did
CalRecycle intend to preempt only direct import bans, or also ancillary “limits,” such as differential
fees? If so, how would that be consistent with PRC 41903, which expressly authorizes such fees?
These ambiguities invite litigation, which will delay and undermine any benefit CalRecycle hopes
to achieve with this regulatory package.
More fundamentally, these provisions appear to derive from the same flawed approach toward
CalRecycle's regulatory authority noted above, which is especially problematic here. The
preemptive effect of an agency regulation cannot "outmuscle" the statute under which it was
promulgated (Viacom Outdoor, Inc. v. City of Arcata (2006) 140 Cal.App.4th 230, 243-244) - and
the Integrated Waste Management Act repeatedly emphasizes the "substantial measure of
regulatory independence and authority" retained by local agencies. (Waste Resource
Technologies v. Department of Public Health (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 299, 306. See also San Elijo
Ranch v. County of San Diego (1998) 65 Cal.App.4th 608.) Against this backdrop, the statutory
provisions cited in the ISOR do not come close to authorizing the broad preemption attempted by
these regulations. The general provisions of PRC 40002 and 40053, and a single unpublished
trial court decision involving a complete ban upon one particular "widely used, widely accepted,
comprehensively regulated method" of organic waste disposal, do not support CalRecycle's wideranging effort to preempt local regulation of every method of organic waste processing - including
any possible future method CalRecycle may specify. The Integrated Waste Management Act does
not - and CalRecycle cannot - thus "obliterate[] all vestiges of local power as to a subject where
municipalities have traditionally enjoyed a broad measure of autonomy." (Waste Resource
Technologies, supra, 23 Cal.App.4th at p. 306.)
The effort to preempt local solid waste import and export regulations is even more clearly flawed.
The language of PRC 40002 cited in the ISOR to support this regulation was added by Senate

Bill 845 of 2012. That bill also added PRC 40059.3, which clearly specifies that these provisions
apply only to privately owned or operated solid waste facilities. That limitation was not accidental,
as the bill originally covered publicly owned facilities as well, and counties removed their
opposition to the legislation only upon the deletion of those provisions. CalRecycle cannot add
provisions to the Act that the legislature has explicitly rejected. The regulations’ attempt to prohibit
import restrictions at publicly owned solid waste facilities - and their similar effort to broadly
preempt export and flow control regulations beyond the requirements of the Commerce Clause are contrary to statute and impermissible.
The Complainant Confidentiality Requirements Are Both Unlawful and Detrimental to
Effective Enforcement
Section 18995.3 would require local agencies to "[u]pon request, ensure that the name and
contact information of a complainant remain confidential" – without exception. Keeping
complainant identities confidential is obviously a good general practice; however, this cannot
legally be assured in all cases – and such assurances would be highly imprudent in any event.
Under the California Public Records Act, records of complaints to government agencies (outside
the criminal process) are presumptively subject to public disclosure – unless it is determined, on
a case-by-case basis, that "the public interest served by not making the record public clearly
outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the record." Under this standard, an agency
is often justified in withholding the identities of complainants - but the authorities have emphasized
that this is a fact-specific determination, and not a foregone conclusion in all cases. (City of San
Jose v. Superior Court (1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 1008, 1022; 78 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 103 (1995).)
While the name of an individual who complained about their neighbor would likely be exempt from
disclosure in most cases, the legal analysis for disclosing complaints by one corporate competitor
against another might be quite different. CalRecycle cannot override the Public Records Act and
dictate a particular result for this case-by-case analysis in all circumstances. (This extends to civil
discovery as well, where CalRecycle cannot create privileges against production by regulation,
nor dictate the outcome of the fact-specific official information privilege under Evidence Code
section 1040.)
Further, even if confidentiality could legally be ensured in all cases, doing so would seriously
undermine enforcement in some cases. The local jurisdiction may need to reveal the source of a
complaint - or information that could lead to identification of the source - in order to pursue an
enforcement case, especially if the violation is contested. While enforcing agencies typically
endeavor to keep this information confidential where possible, mandating that they do so in all
instances will, inevitably, result in enforcement cases that must be abandoned, or are lost in
administrative or judicial proceedings. CalRecycle is urged to incorporate some necessary
flexibility into this portion of the regulations.
The Business Inspection Provisions Violate the Fourth Amendment
Section 18996.4 provides that "an authorized Department employee or agent shall be allowed to
enter an entity’s premises during normal working hours to conduct inspections and
investigations..." (See also § 18984.10.) The term "entity" is undefined, but it appears to include
all organic waste generators, except for residential properties (i.e., any business that creates
organic waste). Failure to allow such an inspection is subject to significant penalties of up to
$5,000 for the first violation. (§ 18997.3.)
This is plainly unconstitutional. Even business premises are protected by the Fourth Amendment's
prohibition upon unreasonable searches. Certain "closely regulated" industries may be inspected

without a warrant; however, "[a]dministrative searches conducted pursuant to statutes of general
applicability require search warrants." (V-1 Oil Co. v. Wyoming, Dep't of Environment Quality (10th
Cir. 1990) 902 F.2d 1482, 1487; Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc. (1978) 436 U.S. 307, 313-14.) The
range of businesses that generate organic waste includes everything from restaurants to lawn
mowing services, and plainly does not fit within the narrow scope of "closely regulated" industries
identified by the Supreme Court. Further, "even when the closely-regulated-industry exception
dispenses with the warrant requirement, the Fourth Amendment still requires that the
government's intrusion into the property be reasonable." (People v. Potter (2005) 128 Cal.App.4th
611, 619.) The caselaw articulates a variety of requirements in order for such a warrantless search
to be reasonable (ibid.; City of Los Angeles v. Patel (2010) 135 S.Ct. 2443) - none of which are
satisfied in the proposed regulations. The regulations should be revised to eliminate any
suggestion that CalRecycle may - or local agencies should - conduct warrantless inspections of
any subject "entity."
The Local Penalty Provisions Are Contrary to the Express Language of SB 1383 and
Inconsistent with the Government Code Provisions Regulating Local Penalties.
Section 18977.2 requires local jurisdictions to impose specific penalties for a first, second, or third
violation of the regulations. The ISOR notes that “the department set minimum penalty thresholds
to discourage jurisdictions from not complying with the requirements of the
chapter.” Unfortunately, this ignores the express language of SB 1383. The Legislature
deliberately crafted Public Resources Code Section 42652.5(a)(1) so that CalRecycle’s
regulations “may require local jurisdiction to impose requirements on generators or other relevant
entities within their jurisdiction and may authorize local jurisdictions to impose penalties on
generators for noncompliance” (emphases added). It is important to note where the Legislature
used different language within the same sentence. While CalRecycle’s regulations can “require”
locals to impose requirements on generators, the statute is clear that the regulations can only
“authorize” jurisdictions to impose penalties. Statutes should be read to “accord[]significance, if
possible, to every word, phrase and sentence in pursuance of the legislative purpose,” and avoid
interpretations that make some words surplusage. (Dyna-Med, Inc. v. Fair Employment &
Housing Com. (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1379, 1387.) If the Legislature did not want jurisdictions to have
discretion in imposing penalties, it could have simply eliminated the words “may authorize local
jurisdictions”; however, their inclusion forces CalRecycle to give meaning to them. As such,
CalRecycle’s attempt to require local jurisdictions to impose penalties for noncompliance is at
odds with the statute it seeks to implement.
Furthermore, Section 18997.2 purports to require local jurisdictions to impose penalties according
to a scheme that is inconsistent with Government Code Sections 25132 and 53069.4. The ISOR’s
assertion that the proposed penalty “range is consistent with the amounts specified in
Government Code Section 53069, 25132 and 36900” is incorrect. Government Code Section
53069.4(a)(1) provides that violations of local ordinances that are infractions shall not exceed the
maximum amounts set forth in Section 25132 (for county ordinances) and Section 36900 (for city
ordinances). The Government Code provides that a fine of up to $100 can be imposed for a first
violation, $200 for a second violation of the same ordinance within one year of the first violation,
or $500 for each additional violation of the same ordinance within one year of the first
violation. As the ISOR notes, CalRecycle “set minimum penalty thresholds to discourage
jurisdictions from not complying with the requirements of the chapter.” While the maximum
amount per violation is the same as included in the Government Code, the proposal is inconsistent
with respect to the minimum penalty that can be imposed ($50, $100, and $200 for a first, second,
or third violation). In practice, the amounts proposed in Section 18997.2 may significantly exceed
the Government Code limits because CalRecycle failed to include the temporal language

requiring a second or subsequent violation to occur within one year of the first violation in order
to trigger higher maximum penalties. Finally, the penalty scheme proposed is inconsistent with
the Government Code because it fails to allow jurisdictions to grant a hardship waiver as afforded
in Government Code Section 25132(d) and 36900(d). This inconsistency cannot be assumed to
be an oversight given the language in the ISOR and the fact that a related relief mechanism is
proposed for penalties imposed by CalRecycle under proposed Section 18997.3(d).
Taken as a whole, these penalty provisions are both inconsistent with the underlying statute they
seek to implement and are inconsistent with the penalties that cities and counties are allowed to
impose for infractions under the Government Code.
The Standardized Regulatory Impact Analysis is Inadequate as an Informational Document
For major regulations, such as those proposed here, the agency must "assess the potential for
adverse economic impact on California business enterprises and individuals" through a
"standardized regulatory impact analysis" addressing, among other things "[t]he competitive
advantages or disadvantages for businesses currently doing business within the state." (Gov.
Code, § 11346.3.) The purpose of this analysis is to "inform the agencies and the public of the
economic consequences of regulatory choices." (Ibid.) "Although we do not understand this
requirement to impose a heavy burden on the agency, we cannot deem it satisfied by an opaque
calculation unsupported by any facts or other evidence explaining its validity as a reasonable
estimate." (Western States Petroleum Assn. v. Board of Equalization (2013) 57 Cal.4th 401, 431.)
The SRIA assumes that regulatory costs borne by all businesses in the aggregate may be offset
by the economic benefits derived by all businesses in the aggregate - thus failing to acknowledge
or evaluate any potential that the costs or benefits might be unevenly distributed amongst different
industries, or competitors within the same industry. For example, the costs for edible food
recovery will be typically be paid by all businesses through waste collection rates, but the benefits
will be retained almost exclusively within the food industry. Similarly, although the SRIA
acknowledges that some costs may vary between localities, it makes no effort to determine how
regional differences in costs and rates might create competitive disadvantages for some
businesses. Will higher transportation costs and lack of recycling facilities in rural areas put those
businesses at a disadvantage vis-a-vis urban competitors? The SRIA should answer these
questions but it doesn't, and therefore fails the informational role mandated by the Legislature.
The SRIA suffers from evidentiary and methodological flaws. As a threshold matter, the
calculation, even of direct costs, is indiscernible. It is entirely unclear how the central "net" figure
of $330 million dollars over 11 years (or the gross figures upon which it is based, $20.9 billion in
cost offset by $17 billion in "direct economic benefit") was derived from the amounts set forth in
the various individual cost categories (many of which use different timeframes). Which costs are
included in the final figure, over what period, and which offsets, cannot be ascertained from the
information provided. A reasonable public observer has no way to determine how the final
estimate of $662 per business annually actually relates to the costs set forth in the SRIA, and
whether it is reasonable. For this reason alone, the SRIA fails that "modest requirement of
rationality and transparency" imposed by the APA. (Western States Petroleum Assn., supra, 57
Cal.4th at p. 431.)
This failure is compounded by the fact that some of the supposed individual costs and offsets are
plainly unsupported by substantial evidence. For example, the SRIA appears to conclude that the
edible food collection regulations will have a "net economic benefit" of over $1.2 billion per year.
(SRIA, p. 21.) This is derived entirely by loose extrapolation from a 2016 “Roadmap Report”

prepared by an advocacy group - which the SRIA (and CARB's economic analysis on which it is
based) seems to have misunderstood. To begin with the $18 billion dollar "investment" cited in
the report (extrapolated to $1.8 billion in California) appears to have been a fundraising target,
rather than an evidence-based calculation of actual costs. (Roadmap Report, pp. 69-71.) Further,
the cited "investment" and offsetting "business profit potential" set forth in the report encompass
a wide array of activities and offsetting revenues wholly irrelevant to the edible food collection
program mandated by these regulations. (Also, contrary to the assumptions in the SRIA, the
report makes clear that these costs and offsetting revenue are not evenly distributed but are
experienced differently by different types of businesses.)
The SRIA exacerbates this error by offsetting all of the edible food collection program costs by a
supposed $1.2 billion in annual "household savings" - which appears to refer to California's share
of the "$100 billion in societal economic value" postulated in the report. "Societal economic value”
is not the same thing as cost savings to all or any group of "households" or businesses - and one
cannot accurately assess the real cost impact to businesses (large or small) if those costs are
offset by nebulous "societal economic value" figures. It is thus impossible to ascertain any
meaningful information about the actual cost impact of the food recovery requirements from the
SRIA. (Moreover, it appears that these constructed "societal economic value" and "net economic
benefit" figures were further used to improperly offset the real costs imposed by other parts of the
proposed regulatory package, further undermining the informational value of the final figures set
forth in the SRIA.) Such speculative information is not sufficient to fulfill CalRecycle’s obligations
under the APA. (California Assn. of Medical Products Suppliers v. Maxwell-Jolly (2011) 199
Cal.App.4th 286,305-306.)
Perhaps more importantly, the SRIA also utilizes improper methodology throughout - making
some of the very same mistakes identified in John R. Lawson Rock & Oil, Inc. v. State Air
Resources Bd. (2018) 20 Cal.App.5th 77. The SRIA appears to assume that it need only evaluate
the "competitive disadvantage to the recycling and edible food recovery industry" (SRIA, p. 41),
which is entirely mistaken. The APA requires that agencies "must look at each type of business
subject to the relevant proposals and consider whether those proposals will advantage or
disadvantage that particular type..." (Ibid.) The impact of these regulations falls upon a much
wider range of businesses than "the recycling and edible food recovery industry," and the SRIA
makes no effort whatsoever to categorize these business by size, industry, or region, and assess
the relative impacts on each.
This failure is critical, because the central purpose of these APA provisions is to induce "a
consideration of how [] small businesses are impacted by regulations relative to larger in-state
businesses that will not feel the impact of such regulations at the same scale." (Ibid.) The SRIA
endeavors to avoid this by assuming that the impacts upon all businesses will be uniform ($662
annually); however, even if that assumption was supported by substantial evidence, this ignores
the central purpose of these statutory provisions. $662 per year is meaningless to a big box store,
but potentially devastating to the sole proprietor of a small cottage food business - a differential
impact that the SRIA does not even attempt to evaluate.

